JUDGING THE CREED CONTEST
There is considerable importance attached to the contestants’ ability to answer questions posed
by the judges. To make it possible to have uniformity, we are asking the judges to select on
question from the lists provided so that each contestant will have the same questions to answer.

OFFICIAL CREED
1. Why, when there are fewer farmers every year, do you believe in the future of
agriculture?
2. What are some of the achievements won by present and past generations of
agriculturists?
3. What is meant by “better days through better ways”?
4. What are some of the better things we now enjoy that have come to us from the struggles
of former years?
5. How would you describe a “good farm”?
6. In what ways do you think an agricultural career would be pleasant?
7. What are some of the discomforts of agricultural life?
8. What is meant by “inborn fondness”?
9. Why should there ever be “hours of discouragement” on the farm?
10. What do you mean by “leadership from ourselves”?
11. Why do you think agricultural people deserve respect from others?
12. Should a person have confidence in his/her own ability?
13. Where do you expect to secure the “knowledge and skill” you will need?
14. What, in your opinion, is a progressive agriculturist?
15. How can we serve both our own and the public interest in producing and marketing the
product of our toil?
16. Why should there be less dependence on begging?
17. How can agriculturists gain more power in bargaining?
18. What is the “life abundant”
19. Define “honest wealth”.
20. Whose happiness depends upon you?
21. What is meant by American agriculture?
22. What are some of the best traditions of our national life?
23. How can you exert an influence in your home and community?
24. What is “that inspiring task”?

